Honoring Dr. T. Berry Brazelton (1918 - 2018)

A Symposium and Celebration

Monday | April 23 | 2018

Symposium - 9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Celebration - 6:00 p.m.

Boston Marriott Newton
2345 Commonwealth Avenue
Newton, Massachusetts

Registration Fees:
Symposium - $200
Celebration - $100

For more information, please visit:
www.brazeltonTouchpoints.org/honor
### Sponsorship Opportunities

**Advocate - $2,500**
- Recognition in program book and on BTC website
- Two tickets to the Brazelton Symposium, Celebration, and pre-reception
- Two copies of Dr. Brazelton commemorative lifetime yearbook

**Partner - $5,000**
- Recognition in program book and on BTC website
- Four tickets to the Brazelton Symposium, Celebration, and pre-reception
- Four copies of Dr. Brazelton commemorative lifetime yearbook

**Connector - $10,000**
- Quarter page of program book for a personal message of celebration and thanks
- Recognition on BTC website and Facebook page, and special event recognition
- Six tickets to the Brazelton Symposium, Celebration, and pre-reception
- Six copies of Dr. Brazelton commemorative lifetime yearbook

**Collaborator - $15,000**
- All Connector benefits PLUS:
  - Half page of program book for a message of celebration and thanks
  - Opportunity for special tribute video with a personal message of celebration and thanks

**Sustainer - $25,000**
- All Collaborator benefits PLUS:
  - Full page of program for a message of celebration and thanks
  - Eight tickets to the Brazelton Symposium, Celebration, and pre-reception
  - Eight copies of Dr. Brazelton commemorative lifetime yearbook

**Program Ads Only**
- Full page black and white message of celebration and thanks: $1,000
- Half page black and white message of celebration and thanks: $750
- Quarter page black and white message of celebration and thanks: $500

To discuss sponsorship opportunities for Honoring Dr. T. Berry Brazelton (1918 - 2018): Symposium and Celebration contact Michael Accardi at michael.accardi@childrens.harvard.edu or 617.919.6218.